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PRESIDENTYAGER'SMESSAGEI
Someone has said that the only thing about which we can be sure is

change. Certainly this is a time for change for NARST -- a fact that will
be easily discernible as members read the content of this Newsletter.

Our activities are becoming more diverse, more complicated, more
responsive to the needs of members and the profession. This fact suggests
the need for a more permanent Central Office as well as greater insitutional
support for our operation.

Inflation continues; absorbing added costs, including the second
increase for printing and distributing JRST, is an impossibility. For
that reason, we must vote on the proposed increase in dues which has been
approved by the Executive Board.

Problems of establishing more discreet lines of research, improved
avenues of communication, and analyses of research efforts suggest new
publications, new committees, new cooperative efforts. Such is the
nature of our environment as 1975 approaches.

As a new editor begins a five year term, new relationships with his
editorial board, the Publication Committee, the Executive Board, the
publishers, and the members are expected. Such new relationships prove
to add excitement to our time of change.

New problems with respect to graduate programs, placement of graduates,
directions for centers, federal funding -- all suggest needs, challenges,
and activities for an organization like NARST. Changes with respect to
membership, membership services, emphases for the leadership team, and
plans for the annual meeting are all suggested.

New programs for recognition and awards bring new responsibilities,
new activity, new excitement. Active participation for all is needed if
these new programs are to realize their full potential and possible effect.

During such a time for change and decision, your officers feel the
need for being in direct communication with the members. Please let us
have the benefit of your thinking, your preferences, your suggestions,
your concerns. Our decisions are only as effective as we are. Our
effectiveness is directly proportional to our "reading" of this time of
change -- the year 1975.

-- Robert E. Yager, President
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--PRESIDENT ELECT--

0. Roger Anderson

0.Roger Anderson is a professor of Natural Science, chairman of the
department of Science Education, and senior research associate in biology
at the Lamont-Doherty Observatory at Columbia University. A 1964 Ed, D.
graduate of Washington University, Anderson has published extensively in
the fields of biology and botany, as well as science education. Four books,
Structure in Teaching: Theory and Analysis, Quantitative Analysis of Structure
in Teaching, Teaching 'Modern Ideas of Biology, and A New Perspective on Teach-
ing Science in the Laboratory, have been or are being published in his name
by Teachers College Press.

Currently editor of the Journal of Research in Science Teaching and a
medical education consultant to the Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Yeshive University, Anderson has been participating in professional activities
for several years. He has served as a member of the Paul B. Mann Biology
Congress, a consultant to the Board of Higher Education of the State of New
Jersey, conference committee chairman of the 1964 A.E.T.S. Meeting, chairman
of the Council for Unified Research and Education (United States Division),
and a discussion group leader at a conference for New York science education
loaders. He has also participated in and presented papers at numerous other
science oriented and education oriented conferences of both national and inter-
national scope including the recent International Conference on the Unification
of the Sciences in Tokyo, Japan.

Anderson is a member of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, American Educational Research Association, American Institute of
Biological Sciences, National Association of Biology Teachers, National Associa-
tion for Research in Science Teaching, New York Academy of Sciences and Sigma
Xi Science Society.

James Dudley Herron

An associate professor at Purdue University, James Dudley Herron has
been active in the field of science teaching and science curriculum develop-
ment for several years. Herron received his Ph,D. from Florida State Univer-
sity in 1965, and has served on the Purdue faculty since then. He is a member
of the editorial board for the Journal of Research in Science Teaching and
former member of the Executive Board of the National Association for Research
in Science Teaching. Other honorary and professional societies of which he is
a member include Phi Beta Kappa,'Kappa Delta Pi, National Science Teachers
Association, American Association for the Advancement of Science, (Fellow),
American Chemical Society, Phi Delta Kappa, and National Association for
Research in Science Teaching.

He has served as a program coordinator for the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, and as a training advisor for the regional Educa-
tion Center for Science and Mathematics (RECSAM) in Panang, Malaysia.

National Science Foundation Institutes for Chemistry Teachers have been
major summer activities for Herron since 1966. He was the Associate Director
of the Institutes in 1966 and 1967, and the Director from 1968-1973. During
the summer of 1970 he also directed an ISCS Leadership Training Conference.
Activities on the state and university level include Indiana State Science
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Herron Cont'd.

Advisory Committee, High School Program for Chemistry Teachers, and the
Chemistry Teachers Certificate Committee.

Herron has published extensively in the Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, Science Activities, Science Education, the Journal of Chemical
Education, and Education. He also participated in and contributed to the
Intermediate Science Curriculum Project at Florida State University. A large
number of invited talks, lectures and discussion papers are also to his credit.

-- EXECUTIVE BOARD--

David H. Ost

A 1970 Ph.D. graduate of the University of Iowa, David Ost is a
Professor of Education and Biology at California State College, Bakersfield.
He is also director of a National Science Foundation supported project to
assist local schools implement S-APA, ESS, and USMES, and co-director of a
project supported by the California State College and Universities' Innovative
Programs Fund to develop an inter-campus science course.

In addition to over 15 published papers, many invited talks, and presented
papers, Ost has written several programmed texts in biology. His papers have
appeared in such journals as American Biolo Teacher, School Science and
Mathematics, Science Education, The Mathematics Teacher, and Education Leadership.

Ost has been active in the Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary
Schools (USMES) Project for several years and is currently serving on its
Planning Committee. He also serves on the Science Advisory Board for National
Assessment of Educational Progress, and the Advisory Board to the National
Consortium for Interdisciplinary Real Problem Solving. He is a consultant for
the Webster Division - McGraw Hill for Elementary Science Study Implementation.
He has accepted numerous subcommittee and task force assignments within the
Schools of Education and Natural Sciences and Mathematics at California State
College, currently serving as a member of the Personally Adjusted College
Education Committee and chairperson of the Innovative Programs Evaluation
Committee.

Ost is a member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
American Association for Higher Education, American Association of University
Professors, Association for the Education of Teachers in Science, National
Association df Biology Teachers, National Education Association, National Science
Teachers Association, and School Science and Mathematics Association. He is a
member of the Board of Directors and chairperson of the Yearbook Editorial
Board for AETS.

ATTENTION

Please check with your school library to see if
if they subscribe to JRST - if they do not
please encourage them to do so.



Glenn D. Berkheimer

A 1966 Ed.D. graduate of Michigan State University, Glenn Berkheimer
has been on the faculty there since 1963. He is currently an associate
professor in the Science and Mathematics Teaching Center.

During 1971, Berkheimer was a Fulbright Lecturer in the Philippines. He
recently served as a science education consultant for the American schools in
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Hondoras, Guatemala, and Nicaragua; and he has been
a consultant for a Science and Mathematics Program for Gifted Children, and
the Genesee Valley Elementary Science Project. At this time he is a consultant
for a Science Education Project for Inner City Children.

In addition to his consulting work, Berkheimer is a member of four
university committees and is chairman of the NSTA Curriculum Committee.

He is well-versed in new curricula, having been a Trial Center Coordinator
for Elementary School Science Project and a Trial Center Coordinator for SCIS.
He has received Training in ESS, SAPA, ISCS and BSCS, and has taught CHEM
study and a modified PSSC Course.

His writings have appeared in Journal of Research in Science Teaching
and A Sourcebook for Science Supervisors. He was one of five authors of
Modular Activities Programs in Science, K-12, a recent publication from
Houghton Mifflin Company.

John J. Koran, Jr.

Professor and Chairman of Science Education at the University of Florida,
John J. Koran, Jr. received his Ph.D. from Stanford University in 1968. He
taught at the University of Texas from the fall of 1968 until 1971 when he
joined the faculty at the University of Florida.

Koran has published extensively. He has co-authored three books and a
monograph and has been sole author of three other monographs. He is currently
writing a book under contract with Wm. C. Brown Company. Articles by Koran
have appeared in such leading journals as the Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, Science Education, American Biology Teacher, Science and Children,
Educational Leadership, and School Science and Mathematics. Several technical
reports are also listed in his name along with 13 miscellaneous publications
and reviews. In addition, during 1972-74 he presented two dozen papers at
various conventions and conferences.

Consulting has also been a major activity for Koran whose consultancies
include the Department of Health Education and Welfare, Kansas City Public
Schools, Midcontinent Regional Educational Laboratory, Southwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Wadsworth Publishing Company, and several other projects.

He is a Steering Committee Member and Organizer of the Conference for
Innovation in Science Teacher Education, and he holds memberships in American
Educational Research Association, Florida Academy of Science, Audubon Society,
National Science Teachers Association, American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Association for the Education of Teachers of Science, American
Psychological Association and National Association for Research in Science
Teaching.
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Robert B. Collagan

Professor and Coordinator of Physical Sciences at Morgan State College,
and Lecturer in Physical Sciences at Catonsville Community College, Robert
Collagan is a 1968 Ph.D. graduate of The Catholic University of America.

Academic honors Collagan has achieved include election to American Men
of Science and International Men of Achievement, membership in Sigma Gamma
Epsilon and Sigma Xi, Professional Membership in the Maryland Academy of
Sciences, and inclusion of Who's Who in American Education. In addition,
he is a member of the following professional organizations: American
Association for the Advancement of Science, American Association of Junior
Colleges, American Association of Physics Teachers, American Association
of University Professors, American Geological Institute, National Association
for Research in Science Teaching, National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, National Audio-Tutorial Congress, National Education
Association, National Science Teachers Association, and School Science and
Mathematics Association.

Grants from the National Science Foundation, United States Office of
Education, the Doris Duke Foundation, and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration have supported numerous research activities for Collagan.
He currently has a substantial grant from NASA for the development of twelve
cartridge television films.

Collagan has published extensively, with articles appearing in The
American Journal of Physics, The Journal of Research in Science Teaching,
The Science Teacher, and School Science and Mathematics. He is the author
of two texts: A Programmed Course in Mathematics for the Physical Sciences,
and Astronomy and Geology: An Introductory Course. Since 1963 he has
presented 13 papers at annual meetings of national organizations.

James J. Gallagher

The holder of a 1965 Ed.D. from Harvard University, James Gallagher
is currently Director of Academic Development, Professor of Science Education,
and Assistant Dean of Curriculum and Instruction at Governors State University,
Park Forest, Illinois.

Before taking a position at Governors State University, Gallagher was
a research associate with the Educational Research Council of America, and
during 1969-70 he was Director of the ERCA Science Program. He has also
held positions as Lecturer at Case-Western Reserve and Stanford Universities,
and has served as a member of an Instructional Research Group on Curriculum
Evaluation for Educational Services Incorporated.

Gallagher's publications have appeared in such journals as Journal of
Research in Science Teaching, and Science Education. He has presented papers
at recent meetings of the National Association for Research in Science Teaching
and the American Association of Higher Education. He has co"-authored two other
publications: Measuring Stars, published by the Education Research Council
of America, and New Directions in Elementary Science Teaching, published by
Wadsworth.
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Please send this completed form to: Dr. Marvin Druger
NARST Placement coordinator
800 Biological Research Labs
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13210

George T. O'Hearn

George O'Hearn is a Professor of Science Education and Director of
Research Administration at the University of Wisconsin, Green Bay. A 1964
Ph.D. graduate of the University of Wisconsin, O'Hearn was an assistant
professor at the Madison campus for four years, before joining the faculty
at Green Bay in 1968.

He currently serves as the principal investigator for a National Science
Foundation project designed to evaluate the benefits of environmental problem
analyses projects. He is the director of an Environmental Studies Project
funded by the Johnson Foundation, and a consultant to NSF, Office of Education,
and numerous school systems and private corporations. O'Hearn has also been
co-director of the Scientific Literacy Research Center, and a principal
investigator in the Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning.
He has published numerous papers and studies, including works on scientific
literacy and environmental education.

An active member of the University community, O'Hearn is currently
serving on two committees and chairing another. He has chaired three.other
committees, and has served as Director of Research Administration, Executive
Assistant to the Dean of Colleges and the School of Professional Studies,
Assistant Dean of the School of Professional Studies, and Chairman of the
Faculty in Education.

O'Hearn is a member of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, Association for the Education of Teachers in Science, National
Association for Research in Science Teaching, National Science Teachers
Association, Phi Delta Kappa, Association of Science and Mathematics
Teachers, and the Wisconsin Society of Science Teachers.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH IN SCIENCE TEACHING

PLACEMENT 'INFORMATION SERVICE

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

POSITION AND RANK:

LOCATION:

QUALIFICATIONS:

JOB DESCRIPTION A~D DUTIES: ________________________

SALARY: ______ ___STARTING DAIS ____________

APPLY Tfl:



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH IN SCIENCE TEACHING
PLACEMENT INFORMATION SERVICE

This service provides NARST members with lists of personnel seeking employment and
employment opportunities. Contacts and interview arrangements are the responsibilities
of the interested parties. The deadline for completed forms is January 1, 1975. If
listings are to be mailed to NARST members on request in early February so that contacts
may be made prior to the annual NARST meeting, forms should be returned by January 1.
Information received after the January 1 deadline will be distributed at the Annual
Meeting. Please send the completed form to:

Dr, Marvin Druger
Placement Committee Members NARST Placement Coordinator

Marvin Druger, Chairman 800 Biological Research Labs
Alfred T. Collette Syracuse University
Ann C. Howe Syracuse, New York 13210
William C. Ritz
Larry E. Schafer
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PERSONNEL SEEKING EMPLOYMENT

NAME (PRINT):
Last

TYPE OF POSITION DESIRED:
First Initial

ADDRESS:

Number Street

City State Zip Code

TELEPHONE:
(office) Area Code Number

(home) Area Code Number

DEGREE: (check)

EXPERIENCE:

DATE COMPLETED OR ANTICIPATED

M.S. or M.A.

Ph.D.

Ed.D.

INSTITUTION GRANTING HIGHEST DEGREE:

SPECIALIZED INTERESTS:
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*** ACTION TAKEN ***
Semi-Annual Executive Board Meeting

October 4, 1974

The Membership Directory will be published in time for distribution
at the Annual Meeting on even numbered years, starting in 1976.

It was the concensus of the Board that only a summary of action taken
at Executive Board meetings be printed in the Newsletter in narrative form
after Official Minutes are approved.

The financial report was made showing expenditures to August 31, 1974.

It was decided that, beginning in 1975, the chairman of the Election
Committee actively solicit recommendations from the membership and the slate
of nominees appear in the September Newsletter along with an accurate
description of the procedure to add to the nominations.

Under consideration for eligibility of the president-elect would be
a by-laws change to specify "active member" instead of restricting nominees
to members of the Executive Board. The second change concerns the office
of secretary-treasurer. It was recommended the office remain combined and
be appointed by the Board with the rationale that this officer must have
special qualifications and obtain significant support from his employer/
institution. Yager was requested to prepare a clear statement of rationale
for the March Newsletter indicating the secretary-treasurer is not an elected
representative in a sense the president and other officers are.

The Publications Advisory Committee recommended that the editorial policy
of JRST be continued; an Editorial Handbook be prepared; a maximum of a
4-year term be instituted for the Editorial Advisory Committee members with
reappointment annually possible on recommendation of the Journal editor
and concurrence of the member; that immediate efforts be initiated by the
editor to increase by 16 pages in each issue of the Journal to handle increased
flow of manuscripts; that the acceptance date of a manuscript be printed at'
the end of the article; and that Wiley remain as publisher.

The possibility that the Annual Review of Research in Science Education,
prepared by a NARST member as arranged by the Research Committee, be published
as a special issue of Science Education under the editorship of Ned Bingham
was endorsed. Helgeson was authorized as chairman of the Research Committee
to complete necessary arrangements for publication. It was suggested that the
Newsletter continue to carry news of which Reviews are available and where to
send for them.

Helgeson will transmit to Yager priority rankings of Research topics which
then will be passed on to two committees: 1) Patrons awards and 2) Federal
Support for Research in Science Education. The list is to include needed
research in science education, possible symposia or training sessions and
patron award topics.

Elections committees reports biographies have been prepared for candidates
nominated by the Committee, and petitioned nominees will be asked for similar
data by Welch and sent to the Newsletter Editor for publication in the December
issue.



ACTION (continued)

Science Education Directory - President Yager was directed to send
appreciation and thanks for the extensive effort by Eileen Mays and the
Committee and to report that NARST does not have, at the present time a
budget to support the Directory. AETS is developing a similar directory.

An appropriation of $500. was budgeted for the Membership Campaign
Committee to mount a membership campaign, pursue membership plans, and develop
a new brochure to entice new members to NARST. Yager and Sagness of the
Publications Advisory Committee will serve as liaison with the Membership
Campaign Committee.

The Board agreed to continue providing the service as Placement
Information. The Committee was charged to look at the changing scene and
what real service is being provided to new members.

Reports were accepted as presented by the following special appointees:
AAAS - Section X Collagan
AAAS - Section Q Pizzini
ICASE Knight and Lockard
NSTA Trowbridge
ERIC/SMEAC Howe

NARST is unable to support financially the NARST members who attend
the above meetings foreign or domestic. NARST will continue its membership
in and support to ICASE.

It was suggested that letters requesting reports be sent to Committee
chairmen as well as Board members. Chairmen should submit a progress report
for each Newsletter. The Newsletter should request members to check their
school libraries to see if they subscribe to JRST. Such subscriptions add
revenue to NARST and are to be encouraged. The Newsletter should reaffirm that
Associate Members do not have the right to vote until they become full members.

It was agreed that the contents of Investigations in Science Education
should be Journal articles, funded programs, etc. and not dissertations.

** 1975 NARST CONVENTION -%.*.

Plans for the 1975 Convention are well developed and you can expect
an excellent convention in Los Angeles next spring. The two main speakers
for the convention are Dr. Michael Scriven and Dr. David Berliner. Scriven's
topic will be "The Crucial Place of Values Education and Evaluation Education
in Science Education," and Berliner will speak to the topic of "Studying
and Defining Effective Science Teaching." Both of these speeches promise
to be exceptionally good ones in view of the professional stature of the
speakers and the relevance of the topics. Educational values and evaluation
are important in the teaching of science and, of course, research on
competency based teacher education is of current interest. Complete details
of the convention program will be included in the next issue of the Newsletter.
The convention activities are scheduled to begin at noon on March 17th and
continue through Wednesday, March 19th. Thus the convention will end
immediately prior to the beginning of the AETS and NSTA convention activities
at the same hotel.

THANKS

Those who put together the information which makes up the Newsletter

want to thank those NARST members who took time to write us about "Lost Members"

reported in the September issue of the Newsletter.
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$$$$$ EXECUTIVE BOARD VOTES TO INCREASE DUES $$$$$

As was indicated in the minutes of the spring meeting of the Executive
Board at the luncheon report session, an increase in dues would soon be
necessary. At the semi-annual meeting of the Executive Board every effort
was made to finalize a balanced budget for 1975. After much effort that
resulted in no change in the unbalanced budget, the Board reluctantly
voted to recommend an increase in the membership dues in the amount of
$5. This would increase the annual dues for 1975 to be $20. Such an
increase will not be final until the membership as a whole approves the
increase. It is the hope of the Executive Board that such approval will
be voted prior to January 15. If so approved,all 1975 dues collected after
January 15 would be at the $20 level.

Many alternatives were considered as other ways of balancing the
budget. Some of these actions actually were voted upon and ultimately
rejected in favor of an increase in dues. Such alternatives include a
page fee for publication, a charge for the annual abstracts, dropping such
membership services as the Newsletter, placement information, and committee
efforts. In the final analysis the Board voted in favor of the recommendation
of the Financial Advisory Committee. This recommendation called for the
$5 increase.

Your Executive Board feels that the quality of the Journal should not
suffer. Further a decrease in size or number of issues of the Journal would
result in an even greater backlog of manuscripts. Instead we would like to
improve the turn-over time between submission and ultimate publication. John
Wiley, our publisher, has just indicated a second cost increase in the past
three years. The first increase in Journal cost has been absorbed without
a dues increase. Such increases in Journal costs can not be absorbed with
existing funds without serious cuts in Journal size, quality, and other
organization services.

Your Executive Board sees no alternative to an increase in dues short
of serious cuts in service. It is our recommendation, therefore, that you
vote to approve the recommended increase in dues. You are urged to cast
your ballot by means of the tear-off ballot below. This ballot should
reach our secretary-treasurer within 30 days of the mailing of this Newsletter.

Tear Off Here

Complete the ballot below and mail to: Dr. Paul E. Bell
Division of Academic Curriculum

and Instruction
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

____I approve the $5 increase in dues recommended by the
Executive Board.

___I disapprove of the recommended increase in dues.

Other recommendations for Board Action:
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MATERIALS RECEIVED

Asian Association for Biology EducatorsFirst Circular, November 1,
1973 prepared in collaboration with the Science Teachers Association of
Singapore. For information write to: The Conference Secretary, Science
Teachers Association of Singapore, c/o New Town Secondary School,
Queensway, Singapore 3, Republic of Singapore.

Kansas Association of Teachers of Science, KATS Newsletter, two issues,
September 1974 and October 1974. KATS is a fine organization. Science
Teachers who want more information should write Betty Amey, Editor, KATS,
1333 North Terrace, Witchita, Kansas 67208.

Inquiry Role Approach (IRA) materials may be obtained by writing to
Silver Burdett General Learning Corporation, Morristown, New Jersey. IRS
is developed for secondary school biology classrooms.

Request for Correspondence. Judy Kram, Governors Commission on the
Status of Women, Room 2108, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massachusetts
02202, would like the membership to correspond with her and help in compiling
a bibliography of non-sexist primary and secondary education textbooks for
suggested implementation in the Massachusetts Public School System. Ms. Kram
requests a list of titles of unacceptable or acceptable texts with a report
of authors, and publishing houses.

National Catholic Education Association, Suite 350, One Dupont Circle,
Washington D.C. 20036 submitted its publication brochures. Write to the
Association for information.

A LIST OF ERIC'S REVIEWS OF RESEARCH OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
IS AVAILABLE FROM:

Dr. Stanley Helgeson
Faculty of Science Education
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

SORRY; THANKS; INTRODUCTION

Your Editor regrets to report that acceptance of new responsibilities
have made it necessary for Janet Bell to leave the Newsletter Staff. Janet
made the Editor's job an easy one and the Newsletter an attractive and
informative package to keep the membership informed. It was a pleasure to
work with her in preparing the issues for which she was responsible. Edie
Sodergren now takes over for Janet and we're looking forward to continued
quality of copy of the Newsletter prepared by Edie.
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PAST PRESIDENT SUCCUMBS

Vaden W. Miles, President of NARST 1960 to 1961, died at his home
in Ann Arbor, Michigan, July 24, 1974. All members of NARST are saddened
by this news. Special sympathy is extended to Mrs. Miles at this time of
sadness. Certainly Vaden's presence, support, and involvement will be
sorely missed during the years to come.

Vaden has remembered NARST in his will. Although the exact amount of
the gift is not known, a committee is at work to recommend a suitable project
as a continuing remembrance of Vaden and his support of NARST.

AN EXECUTIVE SECRETARY FOR NARST??

At its meeting on October 4 the Executive Board approved the concept
that NARST needs a continuing Executive Secretary. Such a move would be
made (if suggested changes in the By-laws are approved by the membership)
with no change in costs or budget. We would assume that a person could
serve in such a capacity with no salary from NARST. A similar arrangement
as we have with the JRST editorship is the goal. In this event an institution
provides space, 1/3 to 1/2 release time for a staff member, and other direct
support for having an editorial office (in this case a business office) of
a prestigious national organization on the campus. A special term of office--
probably five years like the editor -- is recommended. This would permit
enough longevity to develop procedures, arrangements, and team roles necessary
for an effective operation.

Changing to an appointive position and a slightly longer term is likely
to attract more institutional support than would a competitive elective office
for a shorter period. The Executive Board is not in favor of a "Closed Shop"
approach to decisions, activities, and membership involvement. However, the
activities of the secretary-treasurer continue to require energy and time that
is not available to most professionals who carry full-time loads on their campuses.

The Policy Committee has been asked to prepare specific changes in the
By-laws which would need to be approved by the Executive Board and the membership
before such a change could be accomplished. These changes will be considered
and voted upon at the next meeting of the Executive Board in March. If
approved, a mail ballot will follow in April for vote by the entire membership.

The rationale and the action to date is reported now to encourage
discussion and comment on the part of the membership. Members of the Executive
Board will welcome communication from all regarding this proposed change during
the weeks and months prior to our meeting. We see some disadvantages with
creating the image that NARST is "being run" bry our Executive Secretary.
However, we feel that it is unrealistic to expect time and input by an elected
secretary. Further, institutions and colleagues view an executive office
quite differently from an elected secretary of an organization. We feel that
the continuity, the greater institutional support, the added prestige of the
office, the potential for growth and new activities --- all outweigh the
disadvantages. In ones sense an appointed official can be (and should be)
more responsive to the membership and the Board than is a person elected to
perform (or not to perform) for. a period of three years.

We all hope to hear from you -- the members that make-up NARST!



NEWS FROM THE M E M B E R S II IP

TED FOWLER is asst. prof. of Science
Ed. at the University of Cincinnati.
He will be implementing competency based
elementary and secondary methods programs
for pre-service and in-service teachers
in the Cincinnati area.

DAN SHELDON, asst. prof. at the Sci-
ence Education Center, Univ. of Iowa,
coordinates the NSF supported instruc-
tional improvement project: Iowa Pro-
ject ASSIST. During the past summer 816
participants in 7 major curricula programs
attended workshops and will be involved
in follow-up sessions.

RICHARD KELLOUGH, assoc. prof. of
Science Ed. at Calif. State Univ. at
Sacramento, co-authored A Resource
Guide for Secondary School Teachers,
Macmillan, 1974. He also has a 2nd
printing of Developing Priorities and
a Style, MSS Information Co., 1974.

KENNETH HIBBARD, working in the Green-
wich Public Schools, implemented audio-
tutorial core science for grades 1-3,
is d irector of career education, and is
developing a high school course for
learning disability children. They
teach modular biology and Ken teaches
a course at Fairfield Univ., Center
For Open Education.

FRANK SUTMAN is co-directing a project
for the Advancement of Educational Person-
nel from four smaller institutions of
higher education servicing minority
students. The AEP program is a Title III
bilateral program with Elizabeth City State
College in North Carolina, enabling 16
faculty to pursue doctoral work at Temple
University and strengthen several academic
areas on their home campuses.

PAUL WESTMEYER has been appointed
"Graduate Advisor" for Education at
Univ. of Texas--San Antonio. He was
Chief Marshal for the first graduation
ceremony for UTSA.

JAMES WELKER is currently developing a
P.S.I. course in general science for the
department of elementary education. He is
involved in bringing the P.S.I. approach
to other departments of the University of
Alabama.

JERRY L. UNDERFER and JIM WEIGAND
conducted a summer program on elementary
science for science coordinators from
American Dependent Schools in the Near East
and South Asia. Jerry will return in December
for in-service sessions in Bahrain and
Afghanistan.

HAROLD H. GRANAU has been engaged in
several levels of science teacher education
including undergraduate certification and
graduate programs. Metric well underway in
Mantobia. He has had considerable input
into the planning and implementation of the
same in the province.

DIANE R. CONRADSON is presently involved
in in-service teaching of E.S.S. to 125
elementary teachers thru an NSF Leadership
grant. They are interested in seeing if
48 hours of classroom training spread over
nine months, with the teachers using the
units in their classrooms and offering
workshops to other district teachers will
have more and longer lasting effects than
a summer program with less required partic-
ipation/involvement.

ELIZABETH J. MALLON is a member of NARST
Membership Committee. Co-director of
Biology Teacher Preparation Program at State
University of N.Y. at Stony Brook. NABT
Convention 1974 Program Chairman. New York
State OBTA Committee Chairman. Member AAAS,
NABT, NSTA.

BETTY J. MCKNIGHT - S.U.N.Y., New Paltz
reports that the Elementary Science series
for which she served as co-author is now
available in the French language. During
recent months she visited Russia, Switzerland,
France, and England, accompanied by a team
of Science Educators.

MARTIN N. THORSLAND, Brown Univ., is
acting assoc. Director of an NSF funded
program for the Inner City Teachers of
Science (ICTOS). Thorsland is initiating
a performance-based approach in teacher
training for science and math combined
with social studies (secondary).

GEORGE ZAROUR, Director of the Science
and Math Education Center of the American
Univ. of Beirut, is involved in curriculum
development, textbook projects, teacher
training and consultations in Lebanon, Jordan,
Saudia Arabia and Sudan.
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NEWS (continued)

LEWIS M. BROWN is co-ordinator of the
Farmington Student Teaching Center at
New Mexico State University.

J.W. GEORGE IVANY is newly appointed
Dean of the Faculty of Education, Mem-
orial Univ. of Newfoundland, St. John's.

PETER LANDRY, McGill Univ., is a
physicist now training science teachers
and particularly interested in out-of-lab
experiments as they relate to prevailing
learning theories.

E. GAIL BROWN is a doctoral student at
the University of Pennsylvania currently
working on her dissertation.

DALE INGMANSON has returned from two
years with the Ministry of Education and
Culture in Brazil as a consultant to the
Science Project of Brazil. Science
curriculum development and science teacher
training were involved.

FRANCIS J. RIO, Central Connecticut
State College, moved into a new Science
Technology Building which houses Dept. of
Biology, Chemistry, Physics-Earth Science
and Science Education, as well as Industrial
Arts, Industrial Tech. and Vocational Tech.
Education. It also houses a Science Library,
Science Teaching Center and Classroom-Labora-
tory facilities for Elementary and Secondary
Science Methods.

NSTA PROPOSAL FOR CLOSE TIES WITH NARST

NSTA President James Rutherford, an active member of NARST, has contacted
me as President of NARST, concerning his plan for a complete reorganization
of the committee structure, the central office, and the national role for
NSTA. It seems appropriate to discuss these initial ideas at this time in
order that a more definitive response and action may be possible in the months
ahead.

Rutherford is proposing that one of the major Standing Committees of
NSTA be one of research in science teaching. Current plans call for including
the NARST president, president-elect, and past president as automatic members
of such a committee. The committee chairman could well be the president of
NARST. In addition the NARST president would be made a full member (with all
voting privileges) on the NSTA Board of Directors.

Rutherford has similar ideas concerning teacher education, supervision,
curriculum structure, elementary school science. In one sense other organiza-
tions (AETS, CESI, NSSA, FUSE) would be involved in a similar manner. The
ease of such moves is more easily visualized in most cases where the organiza-
tion in question is already classified as an NSTA Section.

All kinds of questions which the NARST Executive Board and the membership
should consider come to mind. Some are:

1) Is this closer tie with NSTA desirable?
2) Could such ties assist with our plan to secure salaried assistance

in a national office?
3) Is there danger that NSTA would develop another "section" for

research in science education if NARST were not to assume such a
role?

4) How would such a federation of organizations affect science education,
NARST, dues, our own structure, and By-laws?

5) How should your President proceed with such discussion concerning
these questions and other possibilities?

-- Robert E. Yager, President


